
 

 

 

 
Tuesday, October 08, 2019 

6:30 p.m. – Regular Meeting 
 

Council Committee Room, 4th Floor, City Hall 
 
 

Members:  Glenda Coupland (Chair) 
Sherri Hopkins (Vice-Chair) 

  Harpreet Bhons 
Steve Anthony Chronicles 
Vicki Faulkner 
Nicolle Guillen 
Daleara Hirjikaka 
Deepa Mohandoss 
Nuno Alberto Peixoto 
Vanessa Scott 
Raymond Shaver 
Bikki Singh 
Franco Spadafora 

  Regional Councillor Pat Fortini - Wards 7 and 8 
 

 
 

For inquiries about this agenda, or to make arrangements for accessibility 
accommodations for persons attending (some advance notice may be 
required), please contact: Chandra Urquhart, Legislative Coordinator.  

Telephone: 905-874-2114 or TTY 905-874-2130 or 
cityclerksoffice@brampton.ca 

 
  

Note:     Meeting information is also available in alternate formats, upon 
request. 

 

Note: Any difficulty accessing meeting rooms, buildings, elevators, etc. 
please contact security at 905-874-2111.
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1. Approval of Agenda 
 
 

2. Declarations of Interest under the Municipal Conflict of Interest 
Act 
 
 

3. Minutes 
 

3.1. Minutes – Accessibility Advisory Committee – September 10, 
2019 
 
The minutes were considered by Committee of Council on October 
2, 2019, and are pending approval by Council on October 16, 2019.  
The minutes are provided for Committee’s information. 
 
 

4. Presentations/Delegations 
 

4.1. Presentation from Scott Gillner, Senior Policy Advisor, Transit, and 
Ivana Tomas, Manager, Marketing and Customer Communications, 
Transit, re: Brampton Transit Accessibility Plan – Overview and 
Update  
 
 

4.2. Presentation by Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, re: 
Municipal Accessibility Plan – Initiatives and Next Steps  
 
 

5. Municipal Accessibility Plan Priorities 
 

 
6. Other/New Business 

 

6.1 Report from Enforcement and By-law Services, re: Accessibility 
Parking Enforcement Update Q1-Q3 2019 

 

 

7. Correspondence 
 
 

8. William Osler Health Centre Accessibility Advisory Committee 
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9. Information Items 
 

9.1. Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, City Clerk's Office, re: 
Information – The Lego Group Pilot re Audio and Braille 
Instructions 
 
 

9.2. Sylvia Ingham, Clerk, Access, Inclusion and Diversity, City Clerk's 
Office, re: Information – Accessibility Event 'The Future is 
Accessible' 
 
 

9.3. Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, City Clerk's Office, re: 
Information – Media Release re Magnusmode Application 
 
 

9.4. Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, City Clerk's Office, re: 
Information – Accessible Trick or Treat Program across the 
Country  
 
Note:  Link to the website: https://www.treataccessibly.com/ 
 
 

10. Future Agenda Items 
 
 

11. Construction Projects 
 

 
12. Question Period 

 
 

13. Public Question Period 
 

15 Minute limit regarding any decision made at this meeting. 
  
 

14. Adjournment 
 
 

Next meeting: Tuesday, December 10, 2019, at 6:30 p.m.  
 

https://www.treataccessibly.com/


 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Tuesday, September 10, 2019 
 

Council Committee Room, 4th Floor, City Hall 
 
 

Members Present: Glenda Coupland (Chair) 
Sherri Hopkins (Vice-Chair) 

   Steve Anthony Chronicles 
Vicki Faulkner 
Nicolle Guillen 
Daleara Hirjikaka 
Deepa Mohandoss 
Vanessa Scott 
Raymond Shaver 
Bikki Singh 
Franco Spadafora 
Regional Councillor Pat Fortini – Wards 7 and 8 

 

 
Members Absent:  Harpreet Bhons 

 Nuno Alberto Peixoto 
  

 
Staff Present: Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, Clerk’s Office 

Sylvia Ingham, Access, Inclusion and Diversity Clerk 
Teresa Olsen, Deputy City Clerk, Administrative  

Services and Elections 
Chandra Urquhart, Legislative Coordinator 

 

Minutes 

Accessibility Advisory Committee 
Committee of the Council of 

The Corporation of the City of Brampton  
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The meeting was called to order at 6:37 p.m. and adjourned at 7:31 p.m. 
 

 
1. Approval of Agenda 
 

AAC005-2019  That the agenda for the Accessibility Advisory Committee 
meeting of September 10, 2019, be approved, as written 
and circulated. 

 
 Carried 
 
 

At this time, members were provided the opportunity to introduce 
themselves and briefly stated their experience, interest and reasons 
for joining the Committee.  
 
Ryan Maiss, Accessible Enforcement Officer, Enforcement and  
By-law Services, was introduced as the officer assigned to 
participate at Committee meetings.  

 
 
2. Declarations of Interest under the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act 
 
 

3. Minutes 
 

3.1. Minutes – Accessibility Advisory Committee – June 25, 2019 
 

It was noted that Vicki Faulkner, Member, was not in attendance at 
the meeting. 
 
The minutes were considered by Committee of Council on September 
4, 2019 and approved by September 11, 2019.  The minutes were 
provided for Committee’s information 

 

 
4. Presentations/Delegations – nil  
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5. Municipal Accessibility Plan Priorities – nil  
 
 

6. Other/New Business – nil  
 

6.1. Verbal update from Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, re: 
Creditview Activity Hub – Sandalwood Parkway and Creditview 
Road, Accessibility of the Park 

 
Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, provided a presentation on 
the Creditview Park and Activity Hub located at Sandalwood 
Parkway and Creditview Road, highlighting the sports fields, 
amenities and accessible play areas.  She noted the following 
details: 

 Availability of a variety of activities for people of different ages 
and abilities 

 Presence of accessible components and elements for sporting 
activities 

 Nature trails and natural heritage systems  

 Accessible play areas 
 
Ms. Goss noted that the park was fully accessible to individuals 
with physical, mental and emotional challenges.  

 
Ms. Goss responded to questions and provided clarification with 
respect to the amenities offered and outlined the City’s efforts to 
improve accessibility at existing parks.   

 
The following motion was considered:  

 
AAC006-2019 That the presentation by Wendy Goss, Accessibility 

Coordinator, to the Accessibility Advisory 
Committee meeting of September 10, 2019, re: 
Creditview Activity Hub – Sandalwood Parkway 
and Creditview Road – Accessibility of the Park 
be received. 

 
  Carried 
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6.2. Verbal update by Sylvia Ingham, Access, Inclusion and Diversity Clerk, 
re: Overview of Accessibility Awards Event and Establishment of 
Sub-Committee to Review Submissions 

 
Sylvia Ingham, Access, Inclusion and Diversity Clerk, provided an 
overview of the Accessibility Awards Event through a link on the 
City’s website.  She explained the process for completion and 
submission of the nomination form on the website, and encouraged 
members to share the information with businesses, colleagues and 
the community.  
 
Ms. Ingham responded to questions on the age eligibility and the 
selection criteria for the event. 
 
Ms. Ingham advised that a Sub-Committee was required to review 
of the submissions received for the nominations and asked 
members to indicate their interest.  Three members expressed 
interest. 
 
The following motion was considered: 

 
AAC007-2019 That a Sub-Committee be established to review the 

applications received from potential recipients for the 
Accessibility Awards and  

 
 That the Sub-Committee be comprised of the following 

members:  

 Vanessa Scott 

 Nicole Guillen 

 Sherri Hopkins 
   
 Carried 
 
 

7. Correspondence 
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8. William Osler Health Centre Accessibility Advisory Committee 
 

Wendy Goss, Accessible Coordinator, advised that an update will 
be provided at a future meeting on the status of this Committee. 
 

 

9. Information Items 
 
9.1. Information re: International Day of Persons with Disabilities –    

Region of Peel 
 

Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, advised that the Region of 
Peel was hosting the 2019 International Day of Persons with 
Disabilities on Tuesday, December 3, 2019.  The event is free to 
the public.   

 
 

9.2. Information re: Review of the Information and Communications 
Standards – 2019 Initial Recommendations Report 

 
Wendy Goss, Accessibility Coordinator, provided an overview of 
the material in the agenda regarding the draft recommendations 
from the Information and Communications Standards Development 
Committee.  Members were encouraged to review the material 
which was provided for information. 

 
 

10. Future Agenda Items – nil  
 
 

11. Construction Projects – nil  
 
 

12. Question Period 
 

In response to a question regarding the participation/relationship 
with William Osler Health Centre Accessibility Advisory Committee, 
staff advised that City staff would attend meetings at the hospital if  
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required.  Staff noted that a member of the previous Accessibility 
Advisory Committee was selected to attend and represent the 
Committee at the hospital meetings.   

 
 

13. Public Question Period – nil  
 

 
14. Adjournment 
 
AAC008-2019 That the Accessibility Advisory Committee meeting do 

now adjourn to meet again on October 8, 2019. 
 
  Carried 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             

       Glenda Coupland, Chair 
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Brampton Transit
Yours. For Life.

Ivana Tomas

Manager, Marketing & Customer 

Communications

Scott Gillner

Senior Policy Advisor

Brampton Accessibility Advisory Committee

October 8, 2019
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Accessible

Convenient

Safe
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Brampton Transit Today
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Brampton “Accessible” Transit

 100% of our buses, on almost all of our routes, are 

fully accessible. 

 Over 75% of stops are fully accessible, increasing.

Accessible buses are equipped with: 

 Low floors

 Extendable ramp/lift

 Kneeling feature at front doors

 Reserved wheelchair/scooter areas

 Variable Message Signs / Next Stop Announcements

5
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Enhanced Signage –

Priority Seating Area

6

 AODA Priority Seating Area

 Pilot project in 2017

 Expanded to full fleet in 2018
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What is MagnusCards?

 MagnusCards is a mobile app designed 

to help people with autism and other 

cognitive special needs to perform 

every tasks

 Brampton Transit and TransHelp 

launched their card decks on 

MagnusCards on September 26

7
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Brampton Transit and MagnusCards

 Our card decks provide:

o easy-to-follow transit information

o structured, step-by-step guidance 

to help teach a variety of life skills

 MagnusCards is available for free 

download on Android and Apple iOS 

devices

8
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Brampton Transit Card Decks 

 Our card decks include: 

o Fares and PRESTO

o Planning Your Trip

o How to Ride the Bus

o How to Transfer Buses

o Riding the Bus with Your 

Accessibility Device

o Riding Safely

o Staying Up To Date
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Let’s Spread the Word! 

10

 Details and FAQ’s about 

MagnusCards can be found on 

bramptontransit.com

 Help us spread the word! 
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Thank You!
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Municipal Accessibility Plan 

2019 – 2025 Municipal Accessibility 
Plan

Next Steps and Initiatives

Accessibility Advisory Committee
October 8, 2019
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Municipal Accessibility Plan 

Next Steps & Initiatives

• Continue integration discussions with Peel TransHelp

• Preparation and submission of 2019 Accessibility Compliance 
Report

• Development and implementation of accessibility review and 
input process for new City parks

• Development of a “user-friendly” Accessibility Technical 
Standard summary manual for applications pertaining to parks 
playground equipment and components 
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Municipal Accessibility Plan 

Next Steps & Initiatives

• Collaboration on the development and implementation 
with Microsoft Canada with Soundscape application  to 
add insight and information to help people of all 
abilities gain confidence and get more from their 
experiences in Brampton

• Transit launch and implementation of Magnusmode
application to provide an inclusive environment for 
people with disabilities to perform everyday tasks
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Municipal Accessibility Plan 

Next Steps & Initiatives

• Development and implementation of accessibility 

awareness training event for City staff

• Continuation of annual Accessibility Awards program

• Work towards WCAG 2.0 Level AA compliance by 2021

• Continue to implement the COB Accessibility Standards 

and ensure compliance with all Provincial technical 

standards 
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Municipal Accessibility Plan 

Questions … comments … feedback?

Thank you!
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Accessible Parking Enforcement Update Q1 – Q3 2019 

 

New Investigations Initiated     198 
Accessible Parking Spaces Investigated  1,593 

Auto Dealers       5 
School Board Properties     144 
Private Properties      714 
Service Stations       14 
Places of Worship       57 
Region of Peel        4 
City of Brampton      30 

Orders to Comply Issued     217 

Open Investigations      75 
Complied Investigations     136 
Requests for Prosecution     0 
Summons for Fraudulent Use    21 
Tickets – APS – No Permit      408 
Tickets – Obstructing Access Aisle    141 
Accessible Parking Permits Seized   53 
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THE LEGO GROUP TO PILOT LEGO® AUDIO & 

BRAILLE INSTRUCTIONS 

CONTACT 

The LEGO Group Media Relations 

PUBLISHED ON 

28 August 2019, 16:00 CET 

DOWNLOADS 

Inspired by blind entrepreneur, Matthew Shifrin, the new building instructions will 

help children with vision impairment build and learn through play using LEGO 

bricks  

What started as a kind gesture between friends living just outside Boston, US, is today 

being rolled out as a global pilot by the LEGO Group – using AI technology the initiative 

aims to make the LEGO play experience more accessible for those with vision 

impairment. We call it: LEGO® Audio & Braille Building Instructions. 

The idea comes from Matthew Shifrin, who was born blind. As a child, he developed a 

strong passion for LEGO play. However, he always needed assistance when it came to 

specific LEGO building instructions. 

“I had a friend, Lilya, who would write down all the building steps for me so that I could 

upload them into a system that allowed me to read the building steps on a Braille reader 

through my fingers. She learned Braille to engage with me and support my LEGO 

passion, and then spent countless hours translating LEGO instructions into Braille.” 

Shifrin would pore over his customized instructions to create models such as the LEGO 

Creator Expert Sydney Opera House and London Tower Bridge, the latter of which 

required over 850 pages. For the first time ever, he was able to build LEGO sets by 

himself without being dependent on someone else guiding him through the instructions. 

“This is extremely important for blind children because there aren’t a lot of places where 

we can say, ‘Look Mom and Dad! I built this on my own… I did this’“ says Shifrin. “For 

blind children, we don’t have access to what sighted kids are used to. LEGO bricks 

enable us to learn about our environment, to see the world. It is so important because 

blind kids get left out of a lot of social stuff, especially in elementary school. But LEGO 

building is one of the things we can do.” 

When Lilya sadly passed away in 2017 Matthew was inspired to honour her memory by 

ensuring others benefitted from her idea of creating LEGO building instructions for those 

with no or limited sight. Through a friend at the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology) Media Lab, he was then introduced to the Creative Play Lab at the LEGO 

Group. 
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The team took his idea to the Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence who 

developed new AI software to translate LXFML data (LEGO Exchange Format Mel 

Script) from the visual digital building instructions to text based descriptions for braille 

and voice commanded instructions. Speech synthesis company, CereProc then 

provided theSoftware Development Kit and the voice that reads the instructions. 

“Matthew’s story demonstrates the power of LEGO play. It brings people together, helps 

to build confidence and sparks creativity. It has been an honour to work with Matthew, 

his passion and energy are truly inspiring. But most importantly his project will help 

visually impaired children around the world experience the same joy of building and 

pride of creation that all our fans feel”, says Fenella Blaize Charity, Creative Director, 

LEGO Group. 

Available in English as a free service for all through the accessible 

website www.legoaudioinstructions.com, the first four instructions to be launched 

include a set from LEGO® Classic, LEGO® CITY, LEGO® Friends and LEGO® Movie 

2™. Consumers can either chose to hear audio instructions using their screen reader or 

with audio provided by the LEGO Group, or alternatively chose to read the instructions 

using a Braille reader. Depending on consumer feedback on the four pilot instructions, 

which will be collected until the end of 2019, the intention is to launch more Audio & 

Braille instructions first half of 2020. 

While these instructions show radical innovation, there’s still a lot of progress to be 

made in terms of further developing the AI software and automating the process. The 

long term ambition is to add more languages and support all future product launches - 

most importantly however, is to ensure fun and high quality learning through play 

experiences. The pilot launches just four months after LEGO Braille Bricks were 

announced – an initiative aimed at supporting young children with vision impairment to 

learn Braille in a playful and inclusive way. Co-developed with the LEGO Group, both 

projects have been funded by the LEGO Foundation. 

“As I build a set I develop a better sense of what a building looks like and how it is laid 

out and constructed. For blind people LEGO sets act as miniature 3D substitutes for 

real-life buildings in lieu of two-dimensional photographs. LEGO bricks allow me to see 

things that are impossible to explore by touch, such as the arches of a Middle Eastern 

palace or the towers of the London Tower Bridge. 

I would like to get my instructions out to the blind community. I would like every blind 

person to be able to download the instructions, buy a set, have a sighted person sort 

the pieces, and feel on par with a sighted builder. I want every blind person to feel that 

the once impossible is now possible; that he or she can now build a miniature LEGO 

world.” - Matthew Shifrin 

Explore Matthew’s original work here: legofortheblind.com/instructions/, but please note 

these instructions are recommended mainly for advanced builders. 
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FACTS: 

 The four sets included as part of the pilot rollout are: 

 11001 LEGO® Bricks and Ideas LEGO® Classic 

 41365 LEGO® Friends Emma's Art Shop 

 60207 LEGO® City Sky Police Drone Chase 

 70821 The LEGO® Movie 2™ Emmet and Benny's 'Build and Fix' Workshop! 

  Pilot phase is August 28 – Dec 31 

 How it works: AI software translates LXFML data (LEGO Exchange Format Mel 

Script) from visual instructions to text based descriptions for braille and voice 

commanded instructions - The instructions will be available in all markets through 

www.legoaudioinstructions.com as a free service for all and new instructions are 

expected to launch on the same site early 2020 

For more information please contact the LEGO Group global press 

office: media@LEGO.com 

 

THE LEGO® MOVIE 2™ © & ™, Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. & The LEGO Group. 

LEGO, the LEGO logo, DUPLO, the Minifigure and the Brick and Knob configurations 

are trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. ©2019 The LEGO Group. All 

rights reserved. 

 

About the LEGO Group: 

The LEGO Group’s mission is to inspire and develop the builders of tomorrow through 

the power of play. The LEGO System in Play, with its foundation in LEGO bricks, allows 

children and fans to build and rebuild anything they can imagine. 

The LEGO Group was founded in Billund, Denmark in 1932 by Ole Kirk Kristiansen, its 

name derived from the two Danish words LEg GOdt, which mean “Play Well”. 

Today, the LEGO Group remains a family-owned company headquartered in Billund. 

However, its products are now sold in more than 140 countries worldwide. For more 

information: www.LEGO.com 

About the LEGO Foundation: 

The LEGO Foundation aims to inspire and develop the builders of tomorrow; a mission 

that it shares with the LEGO Group. The LEGO Foundation is dedicated to building a 

future where learning through play empowers children to become creative, engaged, 

lifelong learners. Its work is about re-defining play and re-imagining learning. In 

collaboration with thought leaders, influencers, educators and parents the LEGO 

Foundation aims to equip, inspire and activate champions for 

play. www.LEGOFoundation.com 
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About Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence: 

The Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence (OFAI) is one of Europe's 

leading non-profit contract research institutions. Since 1984, it has been cooperating 

with international and national organizations, companies, universities and research 

institutes from almost 30 countries. It is a research institute of the Austrian Society for 

Cybernetics (OSGK), a registered scientific society founded in 1969. In solving the 

problems of its partners, OFAI uses methods like machine learning and data mining, 

language and speech technology, neural networks, intelligent software agents and other 

software technologies, with many of the underlying methods developed in-house. 

Services range from consultancy, basic and applied research on a contractual base, to 

working as partner or prime contractor in scientific projects on national or European 

level, with 35 years of experience in a diversity of domains. 

About CereProc 

CereProc, founded in 2005, creates text-to-speech solutions for any type of application. 

Its core product, CereVoice, is a fast, cost-effective voice creation engine and is 

available on any platform, from mobile and embedded devices to desktops and servers. 

CereProc voices have character, making them appropriate for a far wider range of 

applications than traditional text-to-speech systems, including the innovative Hanson 

Robotics singing synthesis project. Developed by a team of speech synthesis experts, 

and widely regarded as the most advanced in the world, CereProc voices are changing 

the lives of people around the world. The company continues to innovative, supporting 

individuals and businesses with their Text-to-Speech needs. 
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Lego just released audio and Braille instructions. 

They did it because of a blind man who never 

gave up. 

See Lego's new instructions for blind children in action 

The Lego Foundation has created audio instructions to build their Lego blocks for the 

visually impaired. The instructions were inspired by Matthew Shifrin. (The Lego 

Foundation) 

By Hannah Natanson 

The Washington Post 

August 28 

Matthew Shifrin first discovered Legos when he thrust his hands deep inside a crate 

crammed full of the tiny brick toys. 

His babysitter, Lilya Finkel, had spotted the discarded box on the side of the road and 

helped Shifrin, who is blind, haul it inside the car. She believed he would learn to enjoy 

them just as much as sighted children did. Shifrin, who was 5 at the time, said the 

thrilling crate launched a lifelong devotion. 

“I loved the creativity of Lego,” said Shifrin, now 22, whose parents guided him through 

builds for most of his childhood in Massachusetts. “Plus, it was wonderful brain training 

for me: Blind people have trouble with spatial reason and spatial awareness, and Lego 

lets you go piece by piece to put a room together.” 

The Lego-stuffed crate did something else for Shifrin, too: It set him on a mission to 

make Lego play accessible to vision-impaired children around the globe. His years-long 

dedication paid off Wednesday when the Lego company debuted its first audio and 

Braille building instructions, a project completed with Shifrin’s input — and because of 

his persistence. 

The instructions, available free online, come in English and detail how to put together 

four different toy sets: Lego Classic, Lego City, Lego Friends and Lego Movie 2. 

Customers simply go to Lego’s new website and choose either audio or Braille. The 

Braille guidelines can then be translated by a “Braille reader,” a device that converts on-

screen computer text to raised Braille characters. 

“This was always something we wanted to address: How do we make Lego for visually 

impaired and blind children?” said Fenella Blaize Charity, Lego’s creative director. “We 

want the Lego experience out to as many kids as possible.” 

Lego will test the instructions over the next several months and gather feedback from 

vision-impaired users. At the end of the year, the company will reassess, fix any bugs 
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and — if all goes well — eventually develop audio and Braille instructions for every 

Lego set it sells, Charity said. It will also translate the instructions into more languages. 

The project — at a cost Lego declined to disclose — is being funded by the Lego 

Foundation, a division of the Denmark-based company that focuses on empowering and 

educating children through play. It’s the culmination of months of work by Lego 

employees, who partnered with staffers at the Austrian Research Institute for Artificial 

Intelligence and Shifrin himself. Lego began exploring the idea after Shifrin reached out 

roughly two years ago. 

Matthew Shifrin has been working tirelessly for several years to spread audio and 

Braille Lego building instructions to children around the world. (The Lego 

Foundation/The Lego Foundation) 

The challenge the team faced was “pretty massive,” Charity said. Lego is an “extremely 

visual” form of play, she said, given that the entire experience centers on seeing what 

you’re building. 

Even with a helping parent or friend, it can be difficult for a blind child to locate and fit 

bricks together in the right order. The number of pieces in just one Lego set can total in 

the thousands. To top it off, Lego’s instruction booklets do not use text: They rely solely 

on pictures. 

“We really just felt, ‘How do you even start with this project?’ ” Charity said. “It was only 

when Matthew came to us with this amazing solution he’d already started work on that 

we could feel it was possible.” 

Shifrin and Finkel, his sitter, came up with their “solution” on Shifrin’s 13th birthday. 

Finkel had given Shifrin the “Battle of Alamut,” a Middle Eastern-style Lego palace and 

a typical offering for the teen, who had remained a Lego fanatic (and still is). But she 

paired the gift with what proved a priceless treasure. 

Finkel invented a unique name for every one of the more than 800 pieces in the palace 

set. Then she spent countless hours compiling a binder’s worth of building instructions 

in Braille that spelled out how to fit them all together. 

For the first time in his life, Shifrin sat down at his kitchen table, binder close at hand, 

and completed a Lego build without any help, start to finish. He was so engrossed he 

canceled a scheduled math lesson to keep building — it was a “morning-to-night kind of 

session,” he said. 

“I never thought I would be able to build Lego sets independently,” Shifrin said. “If you’re 

told all your life or know deep down that you couldn’t do something — and then 

suddenly there’s a way for you to do it …” He trailed off. 

“It’s just an incredible feeling,” he said. 
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Shifrin knew immediately that he had to help other blind children find the same 

independence. Over the next half-decade, he and Finkel created similar instructions for 

about 45 other Lego sets, all published on a website they spun up, “Lego for the Blind.” 

Thea, a vision-impaired girl who lives in Denmark, listens to the new audio-based 

building instructions Lego debuted this week. (The Lego Foundation/The Lego 

Foundation) 

The duo eventually shifted away from Braille, establishing a system where Finkel typed 

up instructions and Shifrin tested them out by listening and following along using his 

screen reader. They worked together at every spare moment — on weekends and 

during Shifrin’s school vacations — and each set of guidelines took them at least a 

month to complete. 

Shifrin began reaching out to Lego several years ago to discuss his work, and in 2017 

he finally connected with someone in the Creative Play Lab — a division of the 

company that invents new toys — setting everything into motion. The program debuted 

by the company this week is a high-tech version of what Shifrin and Finkel did for years 

on their own as “just two people in a living room,” as Shifrin put it. 

The new system is far less time-consuming and labor-intensive. Working with Lego, 

employees at the Austrian Research Institute figured out a way to take the code that 

anchors the company’s instruction booklets and transform it into audio and Braille 

building guidelines. Shifrin offered feedback, for which Lego paid him. 

To make its picture-based instructions, Lego generates 3-D representations of each of 

its sets, explained Friedrich Neubarth, a researcher at the institute. Each of those 

figures contains helpful data on the pieces that make up the set and how those should 

fit together. 

“So we reverse-engineered that data and created a program that tries to understand 

how these models are set up and generates text that not only gives instructions, but 

gives information about structure,” Neubarth said. 

Lego and the institute are working to perfect the program, which still has a few flaws. 

Right now, for example, it requires human input at certain points — a feature Neubarth 

hopes to eliminate in the future. If he succeeds, Lego will be able to generate 

instructions for all of its toy sets with little effort. 

“That’s the goal: We want to make Lego something that every kid can tap into,” Charity 

said. 

Matthew Shifrin and his babysitter and “best friend” Lylia Finkel in 2007. Finkel, who 

died two years ago after a battle with cancer, was instrumental in developing the idea 

for audio and Braille Lego building instructions. (Victor Shifrin/Victor Shifrin) 
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Shifrin is thrilled to see his vision of a more inclusive Lego become a reality. He just 

wishes Finkel — who died after a battle with cancer about two years ago — were here 

to see it. 

Lego kept the two glued together in Finkel’s final months. Even as her health 

deteriorated, Finkel was determined to keep working and finalize more instructions. 

Shifrin often visited her house, even when she was in hospice care, and built sets by 

her bedside in an effort to take Finkel’s mind off her cancer. 

When she died, Finkel left half-written instructions for one final Lego project on her 

laptop. 

It was Finkel’s death that spurred Shifrin to try contacting Lego one more time — at last, 

with success. Shifrin said he processed his grief for his “best friend” by diving into the 

new project with Lego. 

“I think she’d be very glad that we came this far,” Shifrin said. “We’d always hoped that 

it would — we weren’t sure it would — but I think she’d be happy.” 
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International Day of Persons with Disabilities

December 3, 2019

“The Future is Accessible”
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International Day of Persons with Disabilities
December 3, 2019

City of Brampton Internal Event in City Hall Conservatory

Drop-in from 10 am to 1 pm

To promote awareness and reaffirm the City’s commitment to accessibility, 
inclusion and diversity 

Highlights the prevention and removal of barriers within the Brampton community

Activity stations for hands on experiences 

Informative videos and posters
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International Day of Persons with Disabilities
December 3, 2019

Join us for coffee, cake and specialty cupcakes!
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                     

 
Brampton Transit and TransHelp champion inclusiveness by partnering 

with accessibility app 

 
BRAMPTON, ON (September 26, 2019) – In time for Autism Awareness Month in October, 
Mayor Patrick Brown and Peel Regional Chair Nando Iannicca today announced a partnership 
between Brampton Transit, TransHelp and MagnusCards®.  
 
MagnusCards® is a free, gamified mobile app that provides structured, step-by-step guidance 
to help teach users a variety of life skills through downloadable guides known as card decks.  
 
Brampton Transit has seven card decks available for download: Fares and PRESTO, Planning 
Your Trip, How to Ride the Bus, How to Transfer Buses, Riding the Bus with Your Accessibility 
Device, Riding Safely, and Staying Up To Date.  
 
TransHelp has six card decks available for download: How to Book a Trip, How to Pay for Your 
Trip, Get Ready on Trip Day, Riding on TransHelp, Travelling Beyond Peel’s Borders, and 
How to Buy and Use Taxi Scrip.  
 
As outlined in Brampton Transit’s 2019 Customer Charter, the City is committed to creating 
and sharing inclusive information for those with cognitive special needs and those who are 
new to Brampton’s transit system. This milestone partnership is a pivotal step towards 
continuing to make Brampton a Green City and Peel a Community for Life where people can 
thrive throughout each stage of their lives. 
 
Learn more at www.bramptontransit.com.  
 

Quotes 

“Brampton is a Green City, and we are committed to having an accessible transit system. That 
includes creating equal opportunities for everyone to take transit. MagnusCards® is an 
inclusive app that will provide easy access to residents and visitors who might find it 
challenging to use transit in Brampton and in Peel.” 

- Mayor Patrick Brown  

“The needs of residents are diverse so our supports must be inclusive. We are delighted to 
partner with the City of Brampton on an initiative that will increase travel options for all and 
help residents gain independence.” 

- Peel Regional Chair Nando Iannicca 
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“MagnusCards enhance the rider’s experience on public transit. We have worked with the 
Region of Peel on this accessible and inclusive initiative, and are proud to bring these step-by-
step guides for Brampton Transit to our city.” 

- Alex Milojevic, General Manager, Brampton Transit 

-30- 

As one of the fastest-growing cities in Canada, Brampton is home to 650,000 people and 70,000 businesses. People 

are at the heart of everything we do. We are energized by our diverse communities, we attract investment, and we are 
embarking on a journey to lead technological and environmental innovation. We partner for progress to build a healthy city that 
is safe, sustainable and successful. Connect with us on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. Learn more at www.brampton.ca. 

 
MEDIA CONTACT 

Christine Sharma 
Media Relations, City of Brampton 
905.874.2880 | christine.sharma@brampton.ca  
 
 

 
 
MEDIA CONTACT 

Rachelle Brown 
Communications Specialist, TransHelp  
905.460.6784 | rachelle.brown@peelregion.ca 
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